Competition discipline in the European Union is a substantial component of the EU's institutional framework. The Lisbon Treaty made the "internal market" a shared competence, while necessary competition rules for the internal market are an exclusive competence of the Union. This paper aims to analyse the sources of the competition discipline in the EU and in Albania focusing more on constitutional sources. From this analyses will emerge that sources of competition discipline are numerous and each of them plays an important role in the development of the competition policy. But arises the question if these sources are all equally important or not? This paper will focus also n the importance of each source in both levels: European Union and Albanian discipline of competition.
Introduction
Competition law in the European Union plays a central role for the construction of the internal market and for the creation of a context in which trade policies of undertakings are a result of free and independent choices of each enterprise. This discipline has been created with the European Coal and Steel Community Treaty. In this Treaty, were foreseen for the first time in the European area, two antitrust provisions which regulated the three typical anti-competitive conducts such as: prohibited agreements, the abuse of a dominant position and concentrations. members competition law continues to be substantial component of the European Union institutional framework. The Lisbon Treaty made the "internal market" a shared competence (Art. 4 TFEU) while necessary competition rules for the functioning of the internal market are an exclusive competence of the Union (Art. 3 TFEU) and therefore member states may not legislate. The internal market is now regulated by Arts. 27-37 TFEU and Protocol number 27. This paper aims to analyse sources of competition discipline in the European Union and in Albania focusing on constitutional sources. The system of sources of competition discipline is complicated. In the EU it includes constitutional sources involved in the founding treaties and protocols and other rules contained in a large number of acts issued by the Council and the Commission. Also we can consider as sources of competition discipline rules contained in international agreements and Court of Justice decisions. When we talk about national sources the system is quite clear. The sources include at first constitutional sources and national competition law. Other sources are contained in acts of Albanian competition authority and Tirana's court decisions.
Constitutional sources of the European competition discipline
Analysis of Constitutional sources of the European competition law should start from the EC Treaty which has ranked among the goals of the Community in article 2 "the establishment of a common market" 3 . Article 3, for the purpose set out in article 2, defined the scope and the activities of the Community and stated the general principles of a common market. It regulated, with paragraph 1, letter g), among the actions of the Community "a system ensuring that competition in the internal market is not distorted". Referring to the jurisprudence of the European Court of Justice, Article 3, letter g) represented a general goal of the Treaty by becoming part of the common market general principles 4 . Article 4 should also be mentioned, the latter, with regard to the objectives expressed in Article 2, required "the adoption of an economic policy in compliance with the principle of an open market economy with free competition"
5
. With the introduction of this article in the Treaty, the competition was transformed from an instrument with auxiliary role in the establishmet of the free market into an inspiring principle of the free market, a real constitutional basis of state intervention program to realize the unification of the market. Referring to this Treaty we can assert that Article 2 and Article 3, 4 along with Articles from 81 to 86 of the EC Treaty can be defined as the primary sources of the European law on competition since it is precisely within them that the value of competition "rises to a constitutional level" among the basic principles of the community system and law
7
. An important question we arise at this point is: what happened with the constitutional sources after Lisbon Treaty? Have they changed losing their importance or they remain unchanged? There are different opinions by commentators on these questions. Our opinion is that the constitutional level of policies and provisions for the protection of competition has remained unchanged. This phrase is not quite correct, because there is a change in the Treaty, since the provision foreseen in Article 3, letter g) has been abrogated. However, we assert that this abrogation does not play any role in the importance of the competition law in EU, and this because 1) the framework of the policies under the exclusive competence of the European Union provides for "the establishing of the competition rules necessary for the functioning of the internal market (article 3, b TFEU) and this provision can be translated into the verbis re-proposal of the provisions protecting the competition in the EC Treaty. The acquis communautaire in the field of competition consists of these provisions. Moreover, another reason for asserting that the constitutional level of policies and provisions for the protection of competition has remained unchanged is the content of Protocol 27 on internal market and competition, attached to TFEU, defines that "the internal market, pertaining to article 2 of TFEU, includes a system ensuring that competition is not distorted". Thus, the elimination of the provision of article 3, letter g) of the EC Treaty does not modify the constitutional position of the competition rules, which are useful for a social market economy with a competitive character. In fact, according to article 256 "The General Court shall have jurisdiction to hear and determine at first instance actions or proceedings referred to in Articles 263, 265, 268, 270 and 272, with the exception of those assigned to a specialised court set up under Article 257 and those reserved in the Statute for the Court of Justice". But we can say that the most important role in the development of competition discipline has been performed by the Court of Justice of the European Union that has jurisdiction to give preliminary rulings concerning the interpretation of the provisions of the Treaty. In fact, competition discipline in the EU has been mainly for many years an jurisprudential area. The first constitutional source of competition law is article 11, point 1, which states that "the economic system of the Republic of Albania is based on private and public property, as well as on the market economy and on the freedom of economic activity". This provision, like other constitutional provisions, does not refer directly to competition. The first thing we notice in this provision is that it does not refer to competition, but only to freedom of economic activity in a system of market economy recognizing that this kind of freedom belongs to every subject of law. We strongly believe that this article recognizes indirectly the freedom of competition. The freedom of economic activity, for which the lawmaker provides, can not be effectively applied without ensuring the existence of a certain degree of competition in market operation. This conclusion is confirmed also by the Albanian law on competition protection 10 which states that the law was adopted "in pursuance of article 11, point 1, 78, 81, point 1 and 83, point 1 of the Constitution". The other constitutional provisions mentioned by the lawmaker are provisions on the procedure of adoption of a new law. The only material and guarantee provision and is Article 11. Many commentators at this point, may arise a question: if the lawmaker was aware of the inevitable relation between the freedom of the economic activity and the freedom of competition along with its benefits in the market, why was not this right expressly guaranteed, following some other countries of the Balkans which have classified some of the basic principles on the regulation of competition as constitutional principles
11
. As a matter of fact, almost all countries of the Western Balkans are developing a constitutional model, which includes the most recent evolutionary effects of the European economic Constitution. The Albanian Constitution provides also another provision -article 41 -which presents interest to better comprehend the freedom of competition. It guarantees the right of private property. Private property should be seen as a necessary prerequisite to make real the freedom of exercising economic activity and freedom of competition. It is clear that the freedom of economic activity cannot be applied without the recognition of property right.
Other Albanian sources: domestic law on protection of competition, acts of the Albanian competition Authority and decisions of the Tirana Court.
Albanian law on protection of competition contains the most important regulations in competition fields. This law represents the second normative in this field. This first normative was the law no.8044, year 1995 "on competition" which was abrogated because non in line with the EU discipline and not anymore suitable for market conditions. To fill the gaps of the first law, law no. 9121 "On Competition Protection" was compiled with the main idea to fulfill the duties of a country in the integration process to the European Union. The law was drafted based mainly on EU sources of competition law and also on competition discipline in other Member States. So, if we make an analysis of this law, we may say with no doubt that it is almost entirely in line with EU discipline in the field. The law deals with all three anticompetitive conducts. The legislator dedicates to prohibited agreements Article 4 through At this point of the study we have to mention also the acts of Albanian competition authority and Tirana's court decisions and qualify them as secondary sources of competition discipline.
A short explanation about the Competition Authority is necessary. The law no.9121 established the first independent administrative structure, guaranteeing the implementation of the normative.
14 The Authority is composed of Commission vested with the decision-making power and Secretariat vested simply with administrative functions. The Authority carries out its activity in conformity with the legislation: it uses legitimate means to protect and promote free and effective competition for a more functional market and with its ultimate goal that is the realization of greater benefits 126 acadEmicus -intErnational sciEntific Journal www.acadEmicus.Edu.al 126 for consumers. Regarding administrative procedures, the law defines the general rule under which "the provisions of the Code of administrative procedures will be applied only in cases where the law no. 9121 does not determine the contrary." The duties and competences of the Commission include the power: 1) to approve the regulation related to the internal functioning of the Authority; 2) to take decisions on the basis of this law; 3) to issue regulation and guidelines necessary for the implementation of this Law; 4) to give opinions upon Parliament's Commission request on issues related to the competition and the legislation regarding this field; 5) to give evaluations and recommendations to central and local administration and other public institutions, trade associations, labor unions, consumer associations, commercial and industrial chambers on issues related with competition
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. All the acts adopted by the Commission on the basis of the competences mentioned in this paragraph can be considered as sources of competition discipline, but only some of them are required to be applied by all undertakings like the regulation and guidelines necessary for the implementation of competition Law. Decisions adopted from the Commission are obligatory only for the undertaking/undertakings that are involved in the anticompetitive conduct. The Regulation of the internal functioning of the Authority is obligatory for the same Authority. Opinions, evaluations and recommendations to the different subjects mentioned above in the text are not obligatory. All the decisions of the Commission are published in the official site online and in a special journal of the Authority. The site and the journal constitute sources of knowledge.
In relation to the decisions of the Court, article 68, named "Jurisdiction" states that "Challenges based on the application of this Law must be brought before the District Court of Tirana". 
